
Perfect fit for hands of all sizes and shapes

Unimouse is the most adjustable one-hand computer mouse on the market. This vertical mouse is designed 
since every hand is different and there is no one mouse that fits all hands. The patented articulated hinge 
makes it possible to adjust the angle of the mouse anywhere from 35 to 70 degrees. The friction-based 
locking system is stable in every position and the moveable thumb support is adjustable in all directions. 
This alleviates gripping pain and pressure on the base of the thumb, reducing repetitive strain injuries and 
allowing you to maintain a relaxed grip on the mouse. Built with recycled plastic and certified packaging.
 
Right or left hand - wireless or wired
With six programmable buttons and a comfortable scrolling wheel, you can assign just about any task to 
any of the buttons to meet your specific needs. Whether you are right- or left-handed, require a wireless or 
wired computer mouse, there is a Unimouse to suit you. Variation is key with Unimouse.

Unimouse

35O - 70O



Connectivity   3 options; USB wired, Bluetooth 5.2 or 2,4 G USB receiver

Operating system  Windows and OSX

Software  Free driver for individual customization (contourdesign.com/drivers)

Buttons  6 programmable buttons

Click resistance  1 level  

Cursor speed (DPI) 10 levels (600-4000 DPI)

Battery  Lithium rechargeable 500 mAh (Wireless) 

Battery Lifetime Up to 3 months per charging (Wireless)

Warranty  2 years guarantee    
In the box  Unimouse, User guide, USB charging cable, USB receiver & extender  (wireless version)

Sustainability 57% Recycled material based on product weight. 100% plastic free packaging 

Certification 

contourdesign.com

Unimouse

Unimouse, Right 

Unimouse, Left

Unimouse, Right

Wired CDUMBK21001 0.20119.00 76.00 56.00

Wired CDUMBK21002 0.20119.00 76.00 56.00

Wireless CDUMBK11001 0.20119.00 76.00 56.00

PRODUCT CONNECTION ITEM NO. L (mm) W (mm) H (mm) WEIGHT (kg)

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

Technical specifications Unimouse

Connectivity &
Compatibility

General

Sustainability 
& Certification

FSC GRS (Global Recycled Standard)    ROHS  REACH UKCA

Unimouse, Left

Wireless CDUMBK11002 0.20119.00 76.00 56.00


